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f Real materials experiments in heat transfer through beds of UO2 in
j_ sodium have been performed at Argonne National Laboratory over a
i period of years [1,2]. Experiments of this nature involve high
^temperatures up to and possibly above the one atmosphere saturation
' temperature of sodium i.e., 1146°K. Several methods have been
'employed in previous experiments. These have included: a) intro-
duction of heat at the base of the debris bed using gas flames; b)
i heat application using electrical heating methods; c) volumetric
I resistive electrical heating in the liquid sodium phase permeating
I the debris bed. t

TThe most recent method utilizes the resistive heating in a sheet
{tungsten filament located at the base of the debris container. A
^schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The
> tungsten is clamped between two water cooled copper electrodes. The
I filament is a sheet of tungsten 0.15 mm thick, 5 cm wide and 18 cm
long. Two 6.5 mm thick sheets of boron nitride sandwich the

^"filament. The upper face of the upper boron nitride sheet is in
-intimate contact with the bottom of the debris container. Temp-
eratures are measured at various levels in the bed as well as in the

7 boron; nitride plate. In addition, the sodium pool temperature is
-i-measured by the thermocouple. The heat tranoferral through the bed ->-
i is measured by the temperature difference and mass flowrate in a NaK ^
fcondenser located above the debris bed. The NaK inlet and outlet
I temperatures are recorded individually, as well as, differentially. ~

tThe debris container is constructed of 3 mm thick stainless st"l
fsheet and the dimensions are 5 cm wide by 10 cm long and 25 en. -j-
_l_high., The last dimension can be varied to include containers as high _!_

as 60 cm to accommodate deep beds. The upper portion of the con-
4-tainer is flanged and mates with a companion flange on the con-
j denser. A copper gasket supplies a seal to isolate the container
Tinterior from the surroundings. The entire apparatus is designed
-for convenient and rapid replacement of filaments and containers.

The schematic cross section shown in Figure 1 shows two conditions j
—for operation. The left section shows the saturated sodium operating -J-

mode., Heat is transferred from the bed region by boiling sodium i
which condenses on the inner wall of the NaK heat exchanger and T
subsequently refluxes back to the pool. The right section shows
operation in the subcooled mode. In this, the container is fitted I
with an interior sleeve and sodium is loaded to a level higher than [
•for the saturated operation. Prior to the experiment, the gap +•

_..between the sleeve and the NaK heat exchanger wall is filled with I
sodium drawn from an external reservoir. Heat is transferred from j
the pool sodium to the NaK by conduction through the sodium in the -f
gap. The degree of subcooling is control!ed by the NaK flowrate. ]
The NaK is circulated through the loop by an alternating current j
-electromagnetic pump. After the NaK leaves the heat exchanger it is f
.pumped through a NaK to voter heat rejection unit where it is cooled. !
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Prior to the experiment, the debris bed is prepared by melting sodium
-in an empty container under an inert atmosphere. The container is
heated to 500°C to assure wetting of the container walls. After this
treatment, the UO2 particulate in the 100 to 1000 un range is added
to the sodium. The additions are made at approximately 100 g/min

_while the container is vibrated. This method assures a settled bed
of well mixed particles. Following the addition, the container and

-contents are heated for two hours at 500°C prior to installation on
the test stand. The relatively elaborate procedure produces a
settled bed of well-mixed UO2 particles completely permeated and

-wetted by sodium. It has been determined in experiments on debris
bed formation that this type of condition is obtained when molten UO2
is quenched in sodium [3].

The experiments are performed by introduction of incremental power
increases to the filament. After each addition, the system is

-allowed to stabilize before readings are taken. Ultimately, dryout T
is obtained by a rapid increase in temperature at the bottom. This

"is invariably associated with melting of the stainless steel bottom
-of the container.

"Experiments conducted with ti;« apparatus started with initial
-assessment of the capability of the system. Heat transfer to sodium -
only,, without presence of debris, showed that 153 watts/cm2 could be ;

: transferred before filament failure was encountered. This demon- 7
- strated that adequate capacity existed to dryout debris beds.
Subsequently, heat transfer with a bed loading of 29.9 g/cm2 gave a
dryout flux of 34.4 watts/cm2 with a saturated Ma pool. '

For subcooled pool conditions, dryout heat fluxes ranged from 33.1 to L
46.3 watts/cm2. The measurements did not show any strong dependence r

-upon the degree of subcooling. Oryout heat fluxes using the ANL -
procedure of bed loading with a bed loading of 29.9 g/cm2 were

~obtained at 33.1 and 33.9 watts/cm2 for subcooling of 269 and 565°C, T
respectively. On the other hand, a dryout as high as 46.3 watts/cm2 t

_was reached at a subcooled sodium pool temperature of 512°C. It is J_
interesting to note that heat fluxes measured at the condenser at the •

-time that the bottom thermocouple reached saturation were 6.8 and -
_26.3 watts/cm2 for the first two experiments, respectively. The heat j_
[flux on attainment of boiling for the 46.3 watts/cm2 dryout was 19.1 ;
rwatts/cm2. These measured heat fluxes are comparable to values r
1 determined in previous experiments in which bottom heating with gas i
I flames was employed. j
{ ;
[Additional tests have been performed to determine the effect of the [
i method of bed loading on dryout. In the previous ANL experiments the
fsodium was added to the pot just followed by the debris. This -
{procedure was reversed as follows. The UO2 was added to the empty |
container followed by a hard vacuum pulled on the contents. Subse- [
quently, the container and contents were heated to 200°C while r

_.subjected to the vacuum. This was continued for an hour to achieve _[_
out-gassing. At the end of this period, the sodium was charged at 1

- 200°C. The container was then cooled to room temperature before f
.installation on the test stand. Dryout with a subcooling of 299°C 1
was obtained at 10 w/cm2, a substantial reduction over the experi- I

•-merits. |
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Although further experimentation is required, the indication of the
initial tests is that the method of bed loading affects the dryout
limit of the debris bed.
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Figure 1. Tungsten Filament Bottom Heated Heat Transfer Loop.
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| Figure 2. Schematic Cross Section of Bottom Heated Debris
f Bed Test Section.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.

The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily staie or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


